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Reviewer’s report:

I thank the authors for the answers to my comments. I only have some final comments.

Discretionary revisions

1) I find the discussion confusing. Could the authors follow the PRISMA checklist?

Summary of evidence: Summarize the main findings including the strength of evidence for each main outcome; consider their relevance to key groups (e.g., healthcare providers, users, and policy makers).

Limitations: Discuss limitations at study and outcome level (e.g., risk of bias), and at review-level (e.g., incomplete retrieval of identified research, reporting bias).

Conclusions: Provide a general interpretation of the results in the context of other evidence, and implications for future research.

2) I would add a primary outcome in the abstract and Method (like frequency of IMU).

3) I would add the real research strategy in appendix like this: ("Aged"[Mesh] NOT "Frail Elderly"[Mesh]) AND ("Drug Therapy"[Mesh]) OR ("Drug Utilization"[Mesh]) OR …

or like this

#1 ("Aged"[Mesh] NOT "Frail Elderly"[Mesh])
#2 (("Drug Therapy"[Mesh]) OR ("Drug Utilization"[Mesh]) OR ("Pharmaceutical Preparations"[Mesh])) OR …

Strategy: #1 AND #2…;

4) The intervention studies developed to reduce the IMU described in Introduction would be better in Discussion.
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